


A light-handed 
intervention has 
brought a fresh 
energy and ease 
of living to this 
Edwardian-era 
home, helping to 
turn its owners 
into keen 
entertainers. 

Words JUDY PASCOE  Photography RHIANNON TAYLOR

LIGHT N ESS 
o f  BEI NG

This page The soft shades of Brush-tail Possum Dreaming by Judith Nungarrayi Martin keeps the mood 
fresh and light in the new open-plan space at the back of the house. Prostoria ‘Rhomb’ dining table 
and Softline ‘Karm’ chairs from Collective. DePadova ‘Elementi’ light fitting from Boffi. On the table, 

Atipico ‘Arca Centerpiece’ and ‘Classico’ object, both from Collective. Opposite page The entrance hall, 
like the rest of the house, was fitted with ‘Oak Superbianco’ floorboards from Admonter. Underfloor 

heating throughout helps to keep the atmosphere comfortable through winter. Woud ‘Tray Shelf’ from 
Floc Studio holds a sculpture by Jenna Lee from Mars Gallery. Muuto pendant lights from Living Edge. 

Walls painted in Dulux ‘Lexicon Quarter’.
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E
mbracing their new-found enthusiasm for 
entertaining, the owners of this recently renovated 
home in Melbourne’s Armadale give full credit to 
interior designer Carole Whiting for the change in 
their lifestyle. “We never thought of ourselves as 

very social people nor frequent entertainers,” says owner Lucy, 
“but the house is now so warm and inviting and easy that every 
weekend we seem to have guests over.”

It’s a far cry from the c1901 house they bought in 2019. Lucy 
and her husband George loved the generous size of the property, 
the front and back gardens, and they could see the potential for 
creating an agreeable family home. The Edwardian-era detailing, 
high ceilings, marble fireplaces and deep casement windows were 
impressive but the house, particularly at the back, was dark and 
uninviting. “After spending three months there we knew we had 
to renovate soon because it was so cold and draughty,” says Lucy.

Unfamiliar with the city’s design community, they searched for 
someone to help with the process. “We felt the home needed 
interior decoration rather than structural intervention so we spent 
a year going through the portfolios of designers on the internet,” 
says Lucy. Finally they found Carole through Instagram and 
instantly felt her ethos aligned with theirs. “Having spent so long 
searching for someone, once we engaged Carole we tried to be as 
hands off as possible. We trusted her to guide the process and relied 
on her expertise and relationships with suppliers and builders.”

Carole immediately could see the need to open up the back of 
the house and she worked with Brayshaw Architects to modernise 
the floor plan and facilitate an easy flow within the existing   »

This page, from top The kitchen is restrained and elegant with its oak joinery, benchtops in honed Elba marble and splashback in Inax ‘Shijin 
Yu-Rin’ tiles from Artedomus. Skagerak Denmark ‘Georg’ rack in oak from Top3 by Design. Fisher & Paykel appliances. Qasair rangehood. 
Owner Lucy loves the facility of the island bench where she can prepare dinner while chatting to guests as well as supervising her young 

daughters. Opposite page The open-plan space is bathed in natural light and the pale palette chosen by Carole helps to keep the mood calm. 
Prostoria ‘Rhomb’ dining table with Atipico ‘Arca Centerpiece’ and Softline ‘Karm’ chairs, all from Collective. DePadova ‘Elementi’ light fitting 

from Boffi. Prostoria sofa from Collective in the sitting area. Vibia ‘Pin’ floor lamp and RBW ‘Ledge Round’ wall sconce, both from Koda 
Lighting. On shelf, small black vessel by Ella Bendrups from Craft Victoria and large white vessel by Katarina Wells from Curatorial+Co.
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“ T H E  HOUS E  I S 
NOW  S O  WA R M  
A N D  I N V I T I NG 

A N D  E A S Y  T H AT  
E V E RY  W E E K E N D 

W E  S E E M  T O  H AV E 
G U E S T S  OV E R .”

This page The sitting area of the new open-plan space is anchored by a rug from Halcyon Lake. Prostoria sofa, Montis ‘Ella’ armchairs, Pianca ‘Abaco’ coffee 
tables and Atipico vessels (left, on shelf), all from Collective. On shelf (right), small black vessel by Ella Bendrups from Craft Victoria and large white vessel by 
Katarina Wells from Curatorial+Co. Low resin bowl on coffee table from Dinosaur Designs. Vibia ‘North’ pendant lamp, Vibia ‘Pin’ floor lamp and RBW ‘Ledge 
Round’ sconces, all from Koda Lighting. Opposite page, from top The study area is neat and unobtrusive with American oak joinery and a felt-covered inset. 
Skandiform ‘Fendo’ chair from KFive. Small artwork by Kir Larwill. Vibia ‘Pin’ desk lamp from Koda Lighting. In the entrance hall, Woud ‘Tray Shelf’ from Floc 

Studio holds a sculpture by Jenna Lee from Mars Gallery. Black ceramic vessel by Cassie Hansen and small white ceramic vessel by Kris Coad.

«  envelope. As with most older homes light was an issue and 
“allowing the house to breathe” was an important consideration. 

The back of the house was awkward, with a small kitchen and 
a brick wall blocking access to light and the outdoors – not conducive 
to easy family living with the owners’ two young daughters. Opening 
up the rear of the house with tall steel-framed glass doors and 
designing a new kitchen and casual living area has completely 
reinvigorated the whole environment. “We wanted one space where 
we could cook, eat and have an area for the girls to play,” says Lucy. 
“Carole definitely fulfilled that brief, and we love that it’s so warm 
and inviting. It’s allowed us to feel very comfortable entertaining as 
I can cook and still connect with guests and with the kids as well.” 

Carole says, “The existing house provided opportunities to 
reveal and celebrate period details while introducing modern 
elements to newer spaces. Walls became less solid and transparent 
sections generated openness and expansiveness.” The distinct 
precincts – kitchen, pantry, laundry, dining, sitting and home 
office – all sit within plain sight of each other, yet while their 
texture and tone blend together, each feels quite separate. The 
textured and tempered palette of the new open-plan space creates a 
light, bright mood with the pale and neutral scheme defined by  »
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«  American oak floorboards and joinery, Elba marble, and sleek, 
elegant furniture, complemented by contemporary lighting from 
renowned brands such as Vibia and DePadova. All feels very calm 
and refined. The pale oak floorboards were such a success that 
they were carried through to the rest of the house. “It’s by far my 
favourite feature, and with the underfloor heating, makes the 
house feel so warm and cosy,” says Lucy.

To contrast with the white spaces at the rear the owners 
requested a dark and moody master bedroom so Carole swathed 
the walls in inky Dulux ‘Biro Blue’. “By introducing an extensive 
plane of Venetian plaster – acting like an oversized bedhead – 
into the dark room, we lightened the intensity and provided a link 
to the rest of the home,” says Carole. The bright ensuite bathroom 
with its glass panels beckons through the darkness of the walk-in 
robe. “Colour tells an important story here – both in its intensity 
and its absence,” says Carole.

The play of light and dark is a theme throughout. “The house 
has a path that draws the visitor on a journey of discovery through 
the old to the new,” says Carole. “Handled deftly, open living 
spaces can still provide that sense of ‘reveal’.” 

Owners Lucy and George are delighted with their home’s new 
persona. “It feels very well designed but nothing seems too 
delicate. There’s a robustness which we appreciate with our two 
young children,” says Lucy.  # 

carolewhiting.com; brayshawarchitects.com.au  

This page, clockwise from top left The ensuite is a favourite part of the house. “We bathe the girls here at night – the underfloor heating makes it so 
warm and calming,” says Lucy. On the walls, ‘Spatula Bianco’ tiles from Tiento. Fiandre ‘Urban White’ floor tiles from Artedomus. Custom mirror. 

Sphera ‘O-Lamp’ wall sconces and RBW ‘Mori’ sconce, all from Koda Lighting. Agape ‘Immersion’ bath from Artedomus. Astra Walker ‘Icon+’ tapware 
and accessories from Mary Noall. SCP ‘Ulrik’ stool from Hub. Loom towels. The master bedroom has a Vibia ‘Tempo’ bedside light from Koda Lighting. 

Artwork by August Carpenter on Pianca ‘Dedalo’ bedside table from Collective. Opposite page The moody master bedroom is painted in Dulux ‘Biro 
Blue’ with an expanse of white Venetian plaster serving as a bedhead. Pianca ‘Piumotto’ bed from Collective. Pillowslips from Society Limonta. 

Bemboka bedspread from In Good Company. Skandiform ‘Fendo’ chair from KFive. Vibia ‘Tempo’ bedside light and wall sconce from Koda Lighting.

S P E E D  R E A D
» The significant proportions and beautiful details of 
this c1901 home in Melbourne’s Armadale were not 

overlooked in the contemporary reinvention by Carole 
Whiting Studio. » The owners loved the expansiveness 
of the Edwardian-era property but the back was dark 

and uninviting and they wanted a large, open-plan 
space where they could cook and eat, and supervise 
their two young daughters at play. » Carole, along 

with Brayshaw Architects, created a contemporary, 
light-filled, multipurpose space that has more than 
satisfied the owners’ wishes as well as encouraging 

them to become frequent entertainers. » As a foil for 
the light, bright back of house, the master bedroom 

has been swathed in a deep inky blue, providing 
a play between dark and light and enhancing what 

Carole describes as “a journey of discovery” from 
the old part of the house to the new.
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